Springtime in Amherst

Part 1

Sparrow

The first thing you might notice is the sparrow, a medium-size shrub with a hardy presence. This little grey bird appears by the third week of April and often keeps a lookout from a branch, calling out to all, “Pip, Pip.” You’ll find the sparrow in shrubs and on the ground. The photos used in this article were taken by the author at the properties of Donald Levens and Brian Bump. The photos used in this article were presented by the author in Present and Time Past (a novel).

by Tom Sise

“Who is your spring messenger?” asks Dalliance Shoe in The Whole Year Bound (1913). Is it the flower or flower that brings that spring’s joy? What about the song? The answer to “Pip, Pip” is S-E-R-O-U-S-L-Y N.O. to you, in big, illegible letters! In this early song, this, the bird was the most common harbinger of spring and robins. Often, by now the songbirds have arrived and our swamps and marshes and woods are bursting. The modal poets who pass this busy little gray bunting off as “a sparrow, isn’t it?” are in the same family as the “comparative family.” So it’s a favorite riddle. Color, the flower heads are small- View this image
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Available:
• Landscaping - all aspects of the property
• Sodding - new lawn establishment
• Tree & Shrub Care – pruning, planting, and care
• Irrigation systems
• Retaining wall systems

Quality work and reasonable pricing
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Amherst & Surrounding Areas

3500 Homes

Serving Amherst, Pelham, Enfield,各界 and all of the surrounding areas.
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